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Preface

Staging is the language essential to the proper and successful management of head and neck cancer patients. It is the core of diagnosis, treatment planning, application of therapeutics from multiple disciplines, recovery, follow-up, and scientific investigation. Staging must be consistent, efficient, accurate, and reproducible. The head and neck cancer caregiver can never be too fluent in this mode of communication, as we educate patients and navigate them toward cure. The simple clarification that Stage IV disease is not synonymous with a “death sentence” has powerful impact for patients and their families. With this imperative, the American Academy of Otolaryngology—Head and Neck Surgery Foundation and the American Head and Neck Society present the fourth edition of *Quick Reference Guide to TNM Staging of Head and Neck Cancer and Neck Dissection Classification.*

Just as our knowledge of and therapeutics for head and neck cancer evolve, so does the language we use in managing the disease. Such terms as “chemo-radiation,” “organ preservation,” “HPV positive,” and “de-escalation” are now central to care planning discussions. Likewise, the staging system evolves to incorporate current knowledge and reflect state-of-the-art treatments.

This new edition of *Quick Reference Guide to TNM Staging of Head and Neck Cancer and Neck Dissection Classification* incorporates the changes from the seventh edition of the American Joint Commission on Cancer (AJCC) Cancer Staging Manual, as well as updated discussions of site-specific cancers.

We hope this *Quick Reference Guide* will serve the practitioner and the patient equally well as we ready ourselves for further evolution of head and neck cancer staging and management.
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VI. Reference Photos

The following photos are linked to the highlighted text of this reference guide. To return to the page where a particular type of carcinoma is mentioned, click on the caption beneath the photo.
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The American Academy of Otolaryngology—Head and Neck Surgery Foundation’s education initiatives are aimed at increasing the quality of patient outcomes through knowledgeable, competent, and professional physicians. The goals of education are to provide activities and services for practicing otolaryngologists, physicians-in-training, and nonotolaryngologist health professionals.
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